
IAAP Connections Site - Release Notes, November 2014 
 

Thank you in advance for your participation in this advance preview of the IAAP Connections site.  
 
Please use the IAAP Connections Accessibility Feedback discussion group to provide notes on any instances of 
inaccessible controls or content. When providing feedback, please be specific about any assistive technologies in use, 
and their versions; the version(s) of any web browser(s) in use; time and date of finding the issue; the specific URL; and a 
two-line or less summary of the issue and its impact. 
 
Also note that there may be updates to the platform, and/or other remediation, coming shortly to improve the overall 
user experience or aspects of accessibility specifically. 
 
The following known issues exist as of November 5, 2014. 

Directories 
 

 Basic searches may not be clear to users of assistive technology, due to search button labelling and the 
availability of multiple similar search options (top-bar search edit box, search button, search options buttons 
and “back to search options” button in the main page). 

Communities 
 

 When clicking the “Join” control, a small square appears below the “join” button, which may not be accurately 
described assistive technology users.   

 Some commands (like changing the sort order) make Window-Eyes re-announce the number of links etc. and 
move the focus to the top of the page.   

 Labeling for some controls in Leave A Community may not be clear to some assistive technologies. 

 The option to invite someone to join does not appear in the main drop down menu. 

Discussions 
 

 When posting via Reply To Discussion in a Discussion Thread, or when posting a message, the backspace key 
may post a reply or message. 

 Some combo boxes for sorting discussions may not be described quickly by screenreaders  

 In NVDA, the “All Communities" combo box is sometimes described as "Pane editable" each time before reading 
the selection. 

 NVDA users may not have editable controls within a discussion announced.  NVDA users may need to use the 
screen reader’s functionality to locate the current focus. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
 

 While it is possible to use recommendations or remove recommendations with a screen reader, NVDA may not   
notify the user of these actions.  

 After making or removing a recommendation, the user is positioned to the very top of the page rather than 
remaining in the same field. 

 There may be grey-on-white text or icons in use on the button to remove a comment. Future updates to overall 
site themes will address this.  

 


